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A definition of the concept of a multidimensional spiralling manifold is studied. 
Manifolds of this type are shown to occur as invariant manifolds of flows contain- 
ing hyperbolic restpoints with a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues. It is shown 
that spiralling can be a mechanism for producing intersections of invariant 
manifolds. c 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
When an invariant manifold of a system of differential equations inter- 
sects the stable manifold of a hyperbolic restpoint with complex eigen- 
values it can emerge from a neighborhood of the restpoint as a spiral 





where ~1, b, y, are positive constants. The stable manifold of 0 is the (x, y) 
plane and the unstable manifold is the z axis. Figure 1 shows what happens 
as a transversal C to the stable manifold is followed through a 
neighborhood of the restpoint. The intersection of the invariant manifold 
generated by .E with a plane z = constant is a curve which spirals around 
the unstable manifold. If we introduce polar coordinates (r, 0) in place of 
(x, y) we can parametrize the curve by a function r(0) such that r(Q) -+ 0 as 
19 + co. It is not surprising that if (1.1) is the linearization of a system of 
nonlinear differential equations, analogous results can be proved about the 
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FIGURE 1 
nature of the curve obtained by intersecting the invariant manifold with a 
transversal to the unstable manifold near the restpoint (often the system is 
smoothly conjugate to the linear one [6]). 
Suppose now that we follow the invariant manifold far from the 
restpoint and consider its intersection with another transversal. In what 
sense is the resulting curve a spiral? The Poincare map between the two 
transversals preserves the center of the spiral but may distort the curve 
itself. Without some further conditions on the original spiral, the new curve 
may not be parametrizable by 8 with respect o a polar coordinate system 
on the second transversal. The question of parametrizability of the image 
curve is equivalent to that of the reparametrizability of the original curve in 
a new polar coordinate system on the oroginal transversal. 
Consider a curve S in the (x, y) plane which can be parametrized by a 
function r(d), 03 0. Let (x, y) --f (X(x, v), Y(x, y)) be a diffeomorphism of 
the (x, y) plane onto the (X, Y) plane which preserves origins. Let R, 0 
denote polar coordinates in the range. In general, the image of S cannot 
be described by a function R(O) in any neighborhood of the origin. 
As an example, suppose that r’(27rn) < --E for n = 0, l,.... Let X(x, y) = 
x - kxy + . ..) Y(x, y) = y + kx2 + . . . . where k is a constant. Then O(r, 8) = 
8 + rk cos 0 + O(r2). If we view Q as a function of 0 along the image of S we 
find do/d@ = 1 + r’(B)k cos 0 + O()r). If ke > 1 then (d@/d0)(2m) < 0 for n 
sufficiently large. Thus the image curve does not wind monotonically 
around the origin in any neighborhood and so cannot be parametrized 
by 0. 
We take the point of view that parametrizability by 0 in some 
neighborhood of the origin with respect to any polar coordinate system 
should be required of any curve worthy of the name “spiral.” It turns out 
that imposing the simple additional condition (dr/d8)(8) -+ 0 as 8 --f cc in 
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FIGURE 2 
some polar coordinate system guarantees that S can be reparametrized by 
a curve R(O) in any other polar coordinate system and that the new 
parametrization also satisfies (LB/~@)(O) + 0 as 0 -+ co. Thus for curves 
in the plane we can adopt parametrizability in this form as a coordinate- 
invariant definition of a spiral. 
We are also concerned with the generalization of the concept to higher 
dimensions. It is possible to spiral around the origin in R2, around a line in 
R3, around a &dimensional plane in R4 and so on. More generally we can 
imagine spiralling around any codimension 2 submanifold of a given 
manifold, at least when we can introduce polar coordinates in the com- 
plementary two dimensions. Figure 2 shows two possibilities for manifolds 
spiralling around a circle in a 3-dimensional space. Note that we should 
not require the spiral to be codimension 1. If it is not, it should converge to 
some submanifold of the codimension 2 manifold. We call the limiting 
manifold the core of the spiral. If Fig. 2, one spiral’s core is the whole circle 
while the other spiral’s core is a single point. 
In Section 2 of this paper we study polar coordinate systems on a 
neighborhood of a codimension 2 submanifold and use them to define the 
concept of a multidimensional spiral. The definition is shown to be 
independent of the choice of polar coordinate system. We also develop a 
criterion for when two spirals which spiral in opposite senses must inter- 
sect. Motivation for this result can be obtained by superimposing the two 
spirals in Fig. 2. 
Section 3 contains a proof that spirals of the type defined in Section 2 are 
created when an invariant manifold passes through a neighborhood of a 
hyperbolic restpoint with complex eigenvalues. When combined with the 
intersection theory, this result shows that spiralling can function as a 
mechanism for producing intersections of invariant manifold in high 
dimensions. This mechanism has frequently been exploited in studying 
flows in three dimensions. For example, the existence of infinitely many 
solutions of the isosceles 3-body problem which experience triple collisions 
in both forward and backward time can be reduced to the fact that two 
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invariant manifolds intersect a certain 2-dimensional section to the flow in 
curves which spiral in opposite directions [2, 31. The results of this paper 
can be applied to prove this in the planar 3-body problem. There the 
section to the flow is 4-dimensional. The invariant manifolds intersect the 
section in 2-dimensional spirals which spiral in opposite directions around 
another 2-dimensional manifold. This application will be described in Sec- 
tion 4. 
2. SPIRALS 
Let Z be a smooth (n + 2)-dimensional manifold and let Y c Z be a com- 
pact, n-dimensional submanifold. Suppose that Y has a trivializable normal 
bundle. Then Y has tubular neighborhoods N diffeomorphic to Yx D 
where D = {(u, v): U* + u2 6 c2 1, c > 0, is a 2-dimensional disk. There are 
natural polar coordinates on Y x D. Let points of Y x D be represented by 
triples (y, U, u) with y E Y, (u, u) E D, and define a polar coordinate map 
n:Yx[O,c]xR+YxD 
n( y, r, 0) = ( y, r cos 8, r sin Q). 
(2.1) 
If T: N---f Y x D is any trivialization, we can transfer the polar coordinates 
to N using T -' 0 n. 
Let S’ = ((u’, u’): rJ2 + u12 = 1 } and define 
7c’: Yx [O, c] x l-8 -+ Yx [O, c] x s’ 
71’( y, r, 6) = ( y, r, cos 0, sin 8). 
We also construct 
&':Yx[O,c]xS'-+ YxD 
n”( y, r, u’, u’) = ( y, ru’, ru’). 
Then rc’ is a covering map and the following diagram commutes: 
72" Yx[O,c]xS'- YxD. 
If N,, N, are two tubular neighborhoods of Y there is a diffeomorphism 
cp: N, + N, which restricts to the identity map of Y [ 11. Let T,: N,+ Y x D 
be trivializations. Then the transition map f = T2 0 cp 0 Ty ': Y x D + Y x D 
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is a diffeomorphism restricting to the identity of Y x {(O, O)}. The following 
lemma is concerned with expressing slightly more general diffeomorphisms 
in polar coordinates. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let f be a Ckt’ diffeomorphism of Y x D which restricts to 
a diffeomorphism of Y x { (0,O) ). Then there is a Ck diffeomorphism F of 
Y x [IO, c] x S’ which restricts to a diffeomorphism of Y x {O} x S’ and 
makes the following diagram commute: 
Y:o - f Y:D. 
Proof We will use lower case letters for coordinates on the domain of a 
map and the corresponding upper case letters on the range. Then f takes 
the form f(y, u,u)=(Y(y, u, VI, WY, u,v), V(y,u,u)). Since U(y,O,O)= 
V( y, 0,O) = 0 we can find Ck functions f, , fi, g, , g, with 
Since f is a diffeomorphism and since (aU/ilay)( y, 0,O) = (aV/+)( y, 0,O) 
= 0, we must have 
I%%~=( f,(Y,O%O) g,(.Y,O,O) z. f,(Y, 09 0) g,(y, 090) . (2.3) 
The formulas for the components of f 0 rc” are obtained by substituting 
u = ru’, u = rv’. So (2.2) gives f 0 n”( y, r, u’, v’) = (Y( y, ru’, rv’), 
r6( y, r, u’, v’), rp( y, r, u’, v’)) with 8( y, r, u’, v’) = u’f,( y, ru’, ru’) + 
u’g,( y, ru’, rv’) and p defined similarly. Then (2.3) shows that 8 and v are 
never simultaneously 0 when r =O. The same is true for r >O because f
preserves Y x { (0, 0)). 
Now define the lift F: Y x [0, c] x S’ + Y x [0, c] x S’ by 
F(y, r, u’, u’)= (Y(y, ru’, ru’), R(y, r, u’, u’), U’(Y, r, u’, u’), V’(y, r, u’, u’)), 
where R=r(o’+ v2)l!’ u’= qp+ py/2, V’ = 8( a2 + P2) ‘j2. The 
required diagram commutes by construction. The nonvanishing of o2 + 8’ 
implies that F is a C“ mapping. Since z” takes Y x (0, c] x S’ dif- 
feomorphically onto Y x (D\(O, 0}), F is uniquely determined by the 
commutativity of the diagram. This uniqueness implies that F is a 
diffeomorphism since we could repeat the construction with f replaced by 
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f-’ and construct a lift G with the property that FS G and G:‘F lift the 
identity diffeomorphism. This completes the proof. 
If we now impose the additional requirement hat the map of fundamen- 
tal groupsf,:rr,(YxD\{(O,O)}) + n,( Y x D\f(O, 0)}) is the identity then 
the diffeomorphism F can be lifted to a diffeomorphism of Y x [0, c] x R. 
To see this note that since rc’: Y x [0, c] x 53 + Y x [0, c] x S’ is a 
covering map, the map Fan’: Y x [0, c] x R + Y x [0, c] x 5” lifts to 
a map 8: Y x [0, c] x R + Y x [0, c] x R provided the following condi- 
tion on fundamental groups holds: F, 0 x’,(n,( Y x [0, c] x 58)) c 
n;(rc,( Yx [0, c] x R)). Since F, = id, we see that equality holds. As above, 
the lift is automatically a diffeomorphism. Moreover, the following diagram 
commutes: 





YxD f YxD. 
F is the polar coordinate representation off: We now return to the special 
case f=TznqoT;‘. 
DEFINITION. Let T,, T, be trivializations of tubular neighborhoods 
N,, Nz of Y. A difieomorphism cp: N, + N, will be called an admissable 
change of coordinates (with respect to T,, T2) if cp restricts to the identity 
map of Y and if the automorphism of the fundamental group of 
Y x D\{ (0, 0)) induced by T2 0 q 0 T;’ is the identity. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let T,: N, + Y x D be Ck+ ’ trivializations of tubular 
neighborhoods N, of Y, j = 1, 2. Let n,: Y x [0, c] x R -+ N, be the 
corresponding polar coordinate systems and let cp: N, + N, be an admissable 
change of coordinates. Then there is a Ck diffeomorphism P= 
( Y( y, r, f3), R( y, r, 8), Q( y, r, t3)) making the following diagram commute: 
Yx[O,c]xR__4_* Yx [0, c] x R 
Moreover, Y( y, 0, 0) = y and R( y, 0, 8) = 0. 
Proof: The existence of P and commutativity of the diagram follows 
from the discussion above. Since the restriction of cp to Y x { (0, 0)) is the 
identity map, Y( y, 0, 0) = y and R( y, 0, 0) = 0. 
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We will use polar coordinates to define the concept of a manifold in N 
spiralling around Y. To give a direction to the spiralling we fix an orien- 
tation for N and use only polar coordinate systems which take this orien- 
tation to the standard orientation on the trivial bundle Y x D. A spiralling 
manifold S will be a submanifold of Z\Y since it is supposed to spiral 
around the codimension 2 submanifold Y. We require that S be 
parametrizable by 8 in some polar coordinate system in the sense that if S 
is pulled back to the domain of the polar coordinates to a submanifold 
rc*(S) then this manifold is transverse to the hyperplanes of constant 8 for 
0 sufficiently large. The intersections rc*(S) n { 8 = e} are all diffeomorphic 
to some fixed compact manifold S,. As 8 --) cc these copies of S, should 
converge in a controlled way to (r = O}. Thus in Z - Y, S can be viewed as 
a family of copies of S, parametrized by 8 and converging to some 
submanifold of Y as 8 -+ cc. In the definition we take S, to be this 
submanifold of Y. 
DEFINITION. Let S, be a compact submanifold of Y. A submanifold 
SC Z\ Y is a positive spiral around Y with core S, if the following 
conditions hold. For some tubular neighborhood N of Y and some 
oriented polar coordinate system n: Y x [0, c] x R -+ N, each lift rr*(S) 
can be parametrized as follows: there is a diffeomorphism 
c: S, x [& 00) -+ n*(S) n (0 > e^} such that 
(i) c has the form a(~, 0) = ( Y(U, e), r(u, f3), f3); 
(ii) the embeddings c8: S, + Y x [0, c], o,(u) = (y(u, e), r(u, 0)) 
converge in the C’ topology to embedding id x 0: S, + Y x { 0} as 0 + co; 
(iii) the angular partial derivatives @/%(a, 0) and dr/%(u, 0) con- 
verge to zero as 8 -+ cc. 
Negative spirals are defined in an analogous way in terms of behavior as 
e-*--co. 
The defmition refers to a particular tubular neighborhood and a par- 
ticular trivialization. However, conditions (i)-(iii) have been chosen mainly 
for their invariance. We showed by example in the introduction that some 
technical conditions are required in order that a manifold which is 
parametrizable by 8 in one polar coordinate system should remain so in 
all other polar coordinate systems. Conditions (i)-(iii) turn out to be 
sufficient. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let ‘its, x2 be C2 oriented polar coordinate systems on 
tubular neighborhoods NI, N2. Let VP: N, + N, be an admissable change of 
coordinates. Zf S is a positive (negative) spiral with respect to 7c,, then q(S) 
is a positive (negative) spiral with respect to n2. 
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Remark. The definition of admissability involves a condition on fun- 
damental groups. To see the necessity of this condition one should imagine 
the effect on the spiral in Fig. 2b of a “Dehn twist” applied to a solid torus 
neighborhood of the central circle. The resulting twisted spiral intersects 
each plane of constant 8 in a curve which itself spirals to the circle; hence it 
cannot be parametrized in the required way. 
Prooj Let x:(S) be a lift of S into the domain of 71,. By hypothesis 
there is a parametrization (T, satisfying conditions (i)-(iii). Let F( y, r, 0) = 
( Y( y, r, 0), R( y, Y, 8), O( y, r, 0)) be the C’ diffeomorphism guaranteed by 
Theorem 2.1. Then the manifold F(nj+(S)) is a lift of cp(S) to the domain of 
7~~. Call this manifold Z:(S). We must produce a parametrization cz 
satisfying conditions (i))(iii). 
Let ~,:S,x[~,co)~Yx[O,c]x[w be given by eZ=pogl. Then 5:2 
parametrizes a portion of rcT(S) with parameters uE S, and 8, the angular 
variable from the domain of the first polar coordinate system. The problem 
is to replace 8 by 0, the angular variable of the second polar coordinate 
system. 
Let T(u, 0)= O(o,(u, Q)), the 0 component of dz. Let a,(~, fI)= 
(Y,(u, e), r,(u, e), 0). Then 
ar aoay, ao ar, ao -=--+Fae+x. ae ay de r 
Recall that F was a lift of a diffeomorphism of the compact space 
Y x [0, c] x S’. To measure the partial derivatives, introduce any Rieman- 
nian metric on Y. Then there are uniform bounds for the norms of aO/ay 
and dOl&. 
By condition (iii), ay,/&I and &,/l%’ converge to zero as 8 + co. From 
the form of P on {r = 0) given in Theorem 2.1 and from the fact that both 
polar coordinate systems are oriented we have 
g(y, r, O)>E>O 
for some E and all sufficiently small Y. Since rl(u, 0) + 0 as 8 + co we 
conclude 
for B sufficiently large. It follows that there is a smooth inverse function 
t(u, 0) with T(u, t(u, 0)) = 0 for 8 sufficiently large, say 0 2 4. 
The required parametrization of n:(S) is c2: S, x [$, co) + 
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nZ(S)n (QA}, o*(u, Q) = d,(u, t(u, Q)) = (Y(Y, 3 r1, t), R(Y, t r1, t), Q), 
where the last entry follows from the definition of t(u, 0). Property (i) is 
satisfied. Let y,(u, Q), rz(u, 0) be the first two components of cr2. 
To verify the other properties we must understand the derivatives of 
F( y, r, 0) = (Y( y, r, 0), R( y, r, e), Q( y, r, 0)) for small r. From the form of 
F when r = 0 we obtain (aY&)( y, 0, 0) = id, (aR/dr)( y, 0, f3) # 0, while 
8 Y/80, aR/ay, and aRfa6 all vanish when r = 0. Since F is C’ these facts 
hold approximately when r is small. 
Property (iii) can be verified as follows. We have y,(u, 0) = 
Y(Y~(u, t(u, Q)), r,(u, t(u, Q)), t(u, Q)), hence 
ah away, at aY&, at ay at -=---+---+--. 
ao ay ae ao ar de ao ae a0 
Now t(u, 0) -+ co uniformly in u as 0 + co. By (iii) applied to Q,, 
ay,/a#+ 0 and &,/a0 -+ 0 as 0 --f cg. Since rl + 0 as 8 -+ CO, 
waebh rl, t) -+ 0 by the results of the last paragraph. Therefore 
ay,/aQ + 0 as 0 + co. The same argument shows &,lBO -+ 0 as 0 + co 
which verifies (iii) for cr2. 
Property (ii) for 0, means y,(u, e) + u, rl(u, 0) -0, ay,/au -+ 
(id: T,S, + T,, Y), and &,/au --f 0 as 0 -+ co. The corresponding formulas 
for y,(u, Q), r2(u, 0) can be proved as follows. Since Y( y, r, 0) + y as 
r~O,y,(u,Q)~uasQ~~.SinceR(y,r,8)~Oasr-,O,r,(u,Q)-tOas 
0 + co. We have (aY/ay)( y, r, 0) -+ (id: T-, Y + T, Y). Also 
ah am, away, at ayar, -=--+---+-- 
au ay au ay ae au ar au 
aY&, at arat 
+aYaez+aeau. 
The first term converges to id: T,S, -+ T,, Y by what has already been said. 
Meanwhile ayl/aO, &,/au, ar,/d& and aY/ae converge to 0, hence 
ay,/au + (id: T,S, --f T, Y) as 0 + co. A similar argument gives &,/au + 0 
as 0 + cc which completes the proof. 
The next result concerns the intersection of two spirals with opposite 
orientations. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let S be a positive spiral around Y with core S, and T a 
negative spiral around Y with core T,. Suppose S, intersects T, transver- 
sely in Y. Then every point of S, n T, is an accumulation point of intersec- 
tions of S and T. If S and T are real analytic then every point of S, n T, is 
an accumulation point of topologically transverse intersections of S and T. 
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FIGURE 3 
Proof. First we treat the case where S and T are parametrizable in 
a common polar coordinate system. Let N be a tubular neighborhood 
of Y and n: Y x [0, c] x R + N a polar coordination system. Let 
G: S, x [f?, co) -+ Y x [O, c] x R be a parametrization of a lift x*(S) satisfy- 
ing conditions (i)-(iii) and let r be a similar parametrization of a lift rr*( T). 
We may assume r defined for 8 < -6 Let ~J(u, 0) = (Y,(u, 0), R,(u, tl), 0) 
and r(t, 0) = ( YJf, f3), R2(f, e), 0). By condition (ii) the map for fixed 8 
Y, : S, --P Y converges to id: S, + Y as 0 + co, so for 8 sufficiently large 
Y, is an embedding of S, onto a submanifold So. There are similar 
manifolds T, defined for 0 large and negative (see Fig. 3). Since S, inter- 
sects T, transversely we can use the implicit function theorem to 
parametrize the intersection So, n To2 for 8, and -8, sufficiently large; 
namely, there are diffeomorphisms F(B,, 0,): S, n T, + Se, n T,, such 
that F(0,, 8,) converges to id: S, n T, --f Y as 8, and -8, tend to 
infinity. Thus each point y E S, n T, is associated with a smooth 2- 
parameter family of points y(8,, 0,) = F(B, , e,)(y) converging to y. As a 
point of Se,, y(B,, 0,) is the image under the embedding Y, of some 
u(B,, 0,) E S,. Similarly we define t(fI,, 0,). We have Y,(u(fI,, e,), 0,) = 
Y,(t(e,, e,), 0,) = y(B,, (3,). By this construction we have guaranteed that 
the y coordinates of the points a(u(8,, e,), 0,) and r(t(e,, 0,), 0,) agree. It 
remains to find values of 0i and e2 which agree modulo 2n such that the r 
coordinates also agree. If we can find a sequence of such pairs with 8, + cc 
and 8, -+ -cc then we will have determined a sequence of points of S n T 
converging to the given y E S, n T, . 
By property (ii) of spirals we have R,(u, 0,) -+O and Rz(f, 0,) -+ 0 
uniformly in U, t as 8, -+ cc and 8, + -co. Let an integer K be chosen 
arbitrarily large and at least so large that 7tK > 0. Let 
m=min,.. iu R,(u, nK) and p=min,.._ R2(f, -nK). Choose L > K so 
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large that max,, s, R,(u, rcL) <p and rnaxtETm R2(t, -xL) -cm. We can 
arrange that L + K is even. Set 8, = 8, - 7c(L + K). As 13, varies over 
C% nL1, 0, varies over [-XL, -nK]. By choice of L we have 
R,(u(B,, e,), 0,) > R2(t(0i, e,), 0,) when 0i = ZK and the opposite 
inequality when 8, = nL. Therefore there is an intermediate value for t9i 
with Ri(u(8,, e,), e,)=R,(t(e,, e,), 0,) as required. If the spirals are real 
analytic then so are the functionsR,(u(8,, 0,) 0,) and Rz(t(Ql, f?,), 0,). 
Thus for some intermediate value of 8, there is a finite order crossing of the 
graphs. This together with the transversality in the Y coordinates gives a 
topologically transverse intersection of S and T. 
Finally we indicate the modifications necessary to treat the general case. 
We need separate polar coordinate systems to parametrize S and T; the 
transition map between the two is not admissable. From tubular 
neighborhood theory, we may assume that these polar coordinate systems 
parametrize the same tubular neighborhood and that the fibers 
x,~( {v} x D) and n,( ( y} x D) agree for all y G Y. We can localize the 
problem near any given y E S, n T, ; in a simply connected neighborhood 
of y, the global difficulties in the reparametrization Theorem 2.2 disappear. 
Therefore locally we can parametrize both spirals in a single polar coor- 
dinate system and we complete the proof as before. 
3. SPIRALLING INVARIANT MANIFOLD 
In this section we prove that spirals can be formed when an invariant 
manifold intersects the asymptotic manifolds of a hyperbolic restpoint with 
a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues. The simplest example of this 
phenomenon is shown in Fig. 1. 
Let OEIP+* be a hyperbolic restpoint of a system of differential 
equations. Let St(O) and Un(0) denote the asymptotic manifolds. We may 
assume without loss of generality that locally 
Un(0) = R” x 0 
St(O)=Ox Rs+2, 
(3.1) 
where U and S are integers with U > 0, S B 0, and U + S = N. Let 0 x R* be 
the eigenspace of a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues. 
In order to have a well-defined codimension-two manifold for our spirals 
to spiral around we assume 
RNxO is invariant. (3.2) 
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From (3.1) and (3.2) it follows that with respect to an appropriate basis, 
the linearized equations take the form 
(3.3 1 
where A, B are respectively U x U, S x S positive definite matrices and 
c(, /I are positive real numbers. Moreover, the equations themselves can be 
written 
u’=Au+au 
where a(u, s, x, y) ,..., h(u, s, x, .v) vanish at the origin. Replacing (x, JJ) by 
polar coordinates gives 
u’=Au+au 
s’= -Bs+hs+(ccosB+dsint))r 
r’ = --cLr + er cos’ 8 + (f+ g)r cos 8 sin 0 + hr sin2 8 
(3.4) 
0’=p+gcos20+(h-e)cos0sin0-fsin28, 
where a(u, s, x, v) ,..., h(u, s, x, y) are replaced by a(u, s, r cos 13, r sin 0) ,..., 
h(u, s, r cos e, r sin e). 
art.;d ‘; +;,; ‘$l:- ; 
u s x, y): (uJ*+ ~s~*+x2+y2=c2~ be a small sphere 
= Un(0) n SNf ’ and Ss+ 1 = St(O) n SN + ‘. Assume 
that c is chosen small enough to guarantee that the vectorfield points 
strictly into S Nf ’ in some neighborhood V of S”+ ’ and strictly out of 
SN+ ’ in some neighborhood W of S u-‘. Choosing V smaller if necessary 
there will be a smooth Poincare map P: V\S’+ ’ + W\S”- ’ obtained by 
following solution curves beginning in I/ across the ball bounded by SN+ ’ 
to W. Let Cc V be a U-dimensional manifold intersecting St(O) transver- 
sely in a single point, p. Then Z\{p} is contained in the domain of the 
Poincare map. The image P(C\{p j), which we will denote by just P(Z), is 
a spiral provided that p lies in the complement of SNp ’ = IWN x0 n SN+ ‘. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Assume that (3.1)-(3.4) hold and that PE SN+‘\SNp ‘. 
Then P(Z) is a positive spiral around SN- ’ with core Sue’. 
The well-known I-lemma (5) implies that P(C) contains copies of SUP ’ 
converging smoothly to it. We are concerned with the problem of 
parametrizing these copies by 8. It is intuitively clear that P(Z) is some 
kind of spiral; namely points of ,Z near p do not lie in RN x 0 so as they are 
followed under the flow, the complex conjugate eigenvalues cause the 
solution curves to spiral around RN x 0. Moreover, the closer a point is to 
p, the closer to S” ~ ’ it emerges and the more spiralling it experiences. The 
content of the theorem is that P(E) is the special invariant kind of spiral 
described in Section 2. This implies that if we follow SUP ’ and P(Z) under 
the flow to some other section, the image of P(C) will still be a spiral of the 
same type converging to the image of SW-‘. 
The proof of this theorem will require two lemmas. The statement of the 
first lemma involves lower bounds for the positive definite matrices A and 
B. Choose positive constants CL, m so that urAu > p 1~1’ and sTBs 3 m IsI’ 
for all u, s. We also need an upper bound A4 such that sTBs < A4 I.r12. 
LEMMA 3.2. For r # 0 and r2 + IsI + lu12 sufficiently small, the 
variational equations of system (3.4) have an invariant cone family of the 
form Q < 0, where 
Q = 6r2 + I&Y’ - rzy &I* - (r* + IsI’)‘: 16u12, 
Here y and E may be any constants satisfying the ,following conditions: 
s<y<l, ccy<m, .smax(cr,M)<~+min(a,m). 
Proof: Using (3.4) we compute Q’ and express it as a quadratic form in 
the quanitites 6r, 6s, P68, and (r* + 1~1~)“~ 6 . If we neglect terms whose 
coefficients vanish with r2 + IsI + Iu(’ we find 
$2 ’ z -a6r2 - Ss’B 6s + cryr2’ M2 
- (r2 + IS\*)’ GuTA 6u + E ‘::~~s~f(s(r2+/s/-)E 16~1~. 
In the computation, terms arise whose coefficients are of the form r’ ~ yo( 1 ), 
r(r*+ l~l~))~/*0(1), and ry(r2+ I~l*))~/*0(1). In order to neglect them we 
require y< 1, E< 1, and s<y. 
To show that the cone family Q < 0 is positively invariant it suffices to 
show that for some choice of k, the form $2’ + kQ is negative definite. 
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From this we find that Sz’ < 0 whenever Sz = 0 and the invariance follows. 
We split $2’+ kQ into three pieces: 
(2, = --M 6r2 - 6s’B 6s + k(6r’ + 16.~1~) 
Q2 = (ccy - k) rb 60* 
Q3 = -(r* + 1~1~)~ huTA 6u - k(r* + Is(*)’ 16~1~ 
It will be enough to make each Qi negative definite with respect to its 
arguments. From the definition of m we find that Q, is negative definite if 
and only if k < min(a, m). Clearly Q2 is negative definite if and only if 
xy <k. From the dfinition of p, A4 we find Q3 negative definite if and only if 
E max(cr, M) < p + k or E max(cc, M) - p < k. In order to find some k satisfy- 
ing all three inequalities we must require ay <min(a, m) and 
E max(cr, M) < ,n + min(cr, m). These reduce to the conditions stated in the 
lemma. 
We have used the approximate formula for @‘, however if r* + lsl* + 1~1’ 
is suffciently small, $2’+ kf2 is still negative definite. This completes the 
proof. 
We assume in what follows that the constant c in the definition of SN + ’ 
is chosen small enough that the lemma applies. The polar coordinates 
currently in use on RN + 2 can be modified to provide polar coordinates on 
a tubular neighborhood of SNp ’ in SN+ ‘. Recall that SN+ ’ = 
{(u, s, r, 19) : /nl2 + (sI* + r* = c’} and that SNp ’ is the subset where r = 0. 
Let N= {(u, s, r, 0) : 1~41~ + lsl* + r2 = c, r* < CT}, where CT < c2. Let (u,, so), 
lu,12+ lso12=c2, be coordinates on SN ~ ‘. Define rc: SN- ’ x [0, c, ] x 
[W+Nby 
Then rc is an oriented polar coordinate system on N if we give N the 
natural orientation induced by the usual orientation of 0 x (w2. 
Now P(C) lies entirely in the neighborhood W of SUP’ = { InI2 = c’, 
s= r =O>. Let C be the cylinder (InI’= 2). There is a smooth Poincare 
map from W to a neighborhood #’ of Sue ’ in C. This map restricts to the 
identity on Sup’ . itself. We may assume that I@ is of the form ( /u] * = 2, 
r < d, IsI Gd} for some small, positive constant d. Let P(Z) be the image of 
.Z in IV. Let 72: Sup’ x { IsI ,<d} x [O, d] x R + kf’ be given by ti(u, s, r, 0)= 
(u, s, r cos 8, r sin 0). We will parametrize a lift 72*(p(.E)) by a dif- 
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feomorphism 8: Sup ’ x [0, co) + S”- ’ x ((~1 <d} x [0, d] x R of the form 
6(u, 0) = (u, S(U, 0), T(U, e), (3) such that S(U, 0) and T(U, (3) converge to 0 
together with their derivatives as 8 + co. This is sufficient to show that 
P(C) is a spiral. To see this, first note that 6 satisfies conditions analogous 
to (i)-(iii) with y(u, 0) replaced by (u, S(U, 0)). Furthermore, the Poincare 
map taking @ back to W c N restricts to the identity on Sup ’ as observed 
above. As in the proof of Theorem 2.2, this implies that P(Z) can also be 
parametrized so as to satisfy (i)-(iii). 
In obtaining the parametrization of p(C) we will use the cone family of 
Lemma 3.2. We now show that the tangent spaces to 72*&Z) lie in this 
cone family. 
LEMMA 3.3. The tangent planes to <*P(C) at points with r2 + IsI2 suf- 
ficiently small lie in the cone family 52 < 0. 
Proof: Let 2 be the manifold consisting of C, f(Z) and the orbit 
segments connecting them. Points of P(Z) near Sup ’ arise from points of 
2 near p. We will show that if the tangent plane to 2 at a point q of C near 
p is followed under the variational flow of system (3.4), it eventually enters 
the cone family Q < 0. Since the family is invariant, the tangent plane to .J? 
at the image of p in P(Z) still in the cone family, hence so does the sub- 
space tangent to P(C). By continuity of the variational flow it suffices to 
consider the fate to T,,J?. Because 52 is homogeneous and Q Q 0 is invariant 
it suffices to show that for each vector v E T,,f there is some time t when 
Q(v(t)) < 0. Now T,,i‘ is spanned by the vectorlield and by TJ. Since C is 
transverse to St(O), every v = (6r, &s, 68,6u) E T,c and not tangent to the 
vectorfield has 6~ # 0. On the orbit of p, 6~’ = (A + a) 6u so Idu(t)l’ >, 
a, eZp’, where a, is a positive constant and p is the lower bound associated 
to A. Also r2(t) + Is( > a, e~2max(Z,M)’ while dr2(t) + Ibs(t)12 < 
a3 e -m’“‘Z*m’r. F om the conditions on E in Lemma 3.2 it follows that the last 
term in the formula for SZ(v(t)) dominates the first two terms for all suf- 
ficiently large t. Since the third term is nonpositive, Q(v(t)) becomes 
negative if OE TP2? is not tangent to the vectorfield. If v is tangent to the 
vector field then v is of the form (Jr, bs, 68,du) = ,I( --cIr + . . . . -B, + . . . . 
/I + . . . . 0) for some i E R. We may suppose J = 1 by homogeneity of 0. Then 
Q(v(t))z:2r2+IBs12-r2y/?. Now we have b,eP”‘<r(t)<b2eP”’ and 
IBs(t)l <b, e-mi”(z.m)‘, where hj are positive constants and m is the lower 
bound associated to B. Since ay cm, the third term dominates for t 
sufficiently large and again Q(v(t)) becomes negative. 
We will now complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 by showing that the lift 
ti*(P(C))c Sup’ x 6 x [0, d] x Iw can be parametrized in the way 
described above. Let pr(u, s, r, f?) = (u, 6) be the projection onto S”- ’ x R. 
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The restriction of pr to 72*p(Z)) n { 0 3 d} is a local diffeomorphism for Ci 
sufficiently large. To see this we note that by Lemma 3.3, the tangent 
planers to 72*(&C)) at points with r2 + IsI 2 sufficiently small lie in the cone 
family 52 < 0. Moreover, as Q -+ co, r2 + 1.~1’ -+ 0 on Tz*&Z). For nonzero 
vectors u = (6~ 6s, dr, &9) with Q < 0 we have (6u, SO) # 0, hence the pro- 
jection of the tangent plane to 72*p(C) at a point with 0 sufficiently large is 
injective. Since the dimensions of 72*&Z) and of S”-’ x R are both U, 
pr 1 ti*P(C) n {Q 3 4) is a local diffeomorphism. 
Since the only noncompactness is associated to the &coordinate, the 
projection of ti*(P(Z)) is a proper mapping. Now every proper, local dif- 
feomorphism is a covering map. If U # 2, SC’ ’ x [ri, a) is simply connec- 
ted and any covering map is a diffeomorphism. Even when U = 2 it is clear 
from the fact that Z was chosen transverse to St(O) that the map of fun- 
damental groups induced by pr is an isomorphism. So in all cases 
pr: ti*(P(C)) n (0 > 0) --+ S” ’ x [e, r;o) is a diffeomorphism. This means 
that there are smooth functions s(u, 0), r(u, 0) such that 6(u, 0) = 
(u, S(U, e), r(u, 0), 0) parametrizes 7i*(p(Z)) n { 8 > 0”). Clearly S(U, 0) and 
r(u, 6) converge to 0 as 0 + co. The tangent planes to 72*(&C)) consist 
of vectors (&,6s, 6r, 60) with 6s = (&/au) 6~ + (&/a(9) 68 and 6r = 
(h/b) 6u+ (dr/cW) 69. Let 68=0 and substitute into Sz ~0. We find 
((h/&4) 6u)’ + I(&/&) 6~1’ 6 (r2 + l.s12)L l&l2 for all 6~. Since r’+ IsI + 0 
as 8 -+ co we must have (dr/du)(u, 6) + 0 and (&/&)(u, 0) + 0 as 0 -+ #m. 
Similarly, if we set 6u = 0 we can show (c?r/%)(u, H) + 0 and 
(&/aO)(u, 0) + 0 as 8 + co. Therefore 6 is a parametrization of the required 
form. 
4. AN APPLICATION TO CELESTIAL MECHANICS 
In this section we will describe an application of the results of this paper 
to the planar 3-body problem. We will show the existence of infinitely 
many solutions which experience a triple collision in both forward and 
backward time. Full details are given in [4] which also contains a study of 
orbits which repeatedly pass near collision without actually colliding. 
In the 3-body problem, triple collision is possible only when the angular 
momentum is zero. In this case one can find simple examples of orbits 
which both begin and end in a triple collision. The three masses can form 
an equilateral triangle which homothetically collapses to collision in both 
time directions. If the particles are arranged on a line with just the right 
spacing (dependent on the masses) a similar homothetic collapse can occur. 
It turns out that any triple collision orbit is asymptotically either 
equilateral of collinear and that the set of orbits tending to a given 
asymptotic configuration is a submanifold of the phase space. 
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FIGURE 4 
McGehee introduced a collision manifold which forms a boundary to the 
zero angular momentum phase space. Using this approach, the solutions 
tending to a triple collision in forward time with a given asymptotic shape 
form the stable manifold of a hyperbolic restpoint in the collision manifold. 
Similarly the orbits tending to collision in nackward time form the unstable 
manifolds of other restpoints. The solutions we seek are then connections 
between these restpoints. 
Figure 4 shows the collision manifold and the restpoints in a special case 
of the problem first studied by Devaney. Here two of the three masses are 
equal, say m, = m2 = m. Then there is an invariant subsystem of the planar 
3-body problem consisting of solutions such that the triangle formed by the 
three bodies is always isosceles. These are represented by the 3-dimensional 
region outside of the surface in the figure. The surface itself is the collision 
manifold. 
There are three pairs of restpoints in the isosceles collision manifold 
corresponding to the three possible asymptotic configurations that isosceles 
collision orbits can have. These configurations are collinear with m3 in the 
middle (restpoints C and C*), equilateral with the masses in counter- 
clockwise order (E, and E*,), and equilateral with the masses in clockwise 
order (E- and ET ). Orbits of the isosceles problem which tend to collision 
in forward time are represented here by orbits in the stable manifold of one 
of the starred restpoints while orbits tending to collision in backward time 
are represented by orbits in the unstable manifolds of one of the unstarred 
respoints. The homothetic collapse orbit is shown in the figure as a C + C* 
restpoint connection. 
Provided the mass ratio m/m3 exceeds & the collinear restpoints have 
complex conjugate eigenvalues in the collision surface. This spiralling, 
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together with the connecting orbits between the collinear and equilateral 
restpoints in the collision surface, produces infinitely many orbits which 
both begin and end in equilateral triple collision. 
The results of the present paper can be used to extend this result to an 
open set of masses and to make it plausible that it holds for all masses. In 
the full planar problem, there are three pairs of collinear restpoints, one for 
each rotationally distinct ordering of the masses along the line. It turns out 
that for any choice of masses at least one of these has a complex conjugate 
pair of eigenvalues. In fact, there is a large open set of masses (including 
the case of three equal masses) for which all three pairs of collinear 
respoints exhibit spiralling. Furthermore, it is known that there are always 
connections between the equilateral and collinear restpoints within the 
collision manifold. Thus Fig. 4 can be used as a model for the situation in 
the full planar problem. The main difficulty is the higher dimensions of the 
manifolds involved. The set of zero angular momentum orbits with a given 
energy is 5dimensional and the collision manifold has dimension four. The 
manifolds of equilateral collision orbits have dimension three so we may 
hope for transverse connecting orbits between the corresponding restpoints. 
We will apply Theorem 3.1 in the neighborhood of a collinear restpoint, 
C. The manifold Z of the theorem will be a piece of Un(E+,_ ) near the 
E --f C connecting orbit whose existence we mentioned above. These 
co+n’necting orbits are always topologically transverse and it is likely that 
they are transverse in the smooth sense as well. However we can prove this 
only for masses uch that two of the three masses m, are sufficiently close 
to equal. For any such choice of masses, the transversality assumption of 
the theorem will be satisfied. Next we need a codimension-two submanifold 
to spiral around (hypothesis 3.2). In the 3-dimensional setting of Fig. 4, the 
C -+ C* connecting orbit itself plays this role. In the planar problem this 
orbit lies in the invariant manifold of collinear solutions, which con- 
veniently has codimension two. Un(C) is 2-dimensional and is completely 
contained in this 3-dimensional collinear subsystem. 
Applying Theorem 3.1 we find that .Z emerges from a neighborhood of C 
as a spiral around the collinear submanifold with core Un(C). Because of 
the coordinate invariance of our definition of spiral we can follow C to a 
convenient ransversal to the C + C* connection as in the figure. Similarly 
we can follow pieces of the manifolds St(E*,,- ) back to the transversal 
where they will form spirals around the collinear submanifold with core 
St(C*). Now the cores are known to be transverse within the collinear sub- 
manifold so we can apply Theorem 2.3 to find infinitely many topologically 
transverse intersections of each of Un(E+.-) with each of St(E*,,- ), as 
desired. It is interesting to note that although these represent solutions 
tending asymptotically to equilateral triple collisions, the configuration 
away from collision is nearly collinear. 
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